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Working st tlls t:srws•ll blue• 
nior Julie Martin lends a scrubbing sponge to some lucky fellow's front bumper 
she, along with other dedicated juniors, washed cars before Frol~c in the Junior 
s' first money-making project for t~e Prom. (Photo by Bill Hanagan) 
lllegis fflollege lltudentlfewspape,. 
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Juniorrs kick off active 
. . . 
year w_ith car wash 
ByeBNPAULSTEFFEN 
UG NEWS STAFF 
The past weekend saw the beginnings 
of the ilnior Class's campaign to raise 
money for the prom. A car wash which 
took place- last Saturday was the first 
successful project of the year and it to be 
followed by many others in the coming 
months. 
This year's fund raising campaign which 
has been titled "ilnior Class Concern" has 
been given a new significance by the class 
officers. iel Ernster, inior . Class 
President, explained, "We are planning to 
center our efforts on three main ideas-
one would be money · raising, another 
would be providing services, and finally 
we hope to sponsor a ilnior Class Retreat. 
6e explained that in the past the ilnior 
Class centered its efforts on providing the 
prom and little else. In their weekly 
meetings the present class officers have 
decided to strive to provide a worthy 
prom and also raise perhaps an additional 
$1000 which will go to some worthwhile 
cause. 
Among the money raising projects now 
being planned are movies, a Halloween 
Dance, the 50's Dance, and various drown 
nights. They are also hoping to host an 
F.A.C., a Wappadula, and hold various 
raffles for concert' tickets. 
In order to provide a prom comparable 
·to, or better than, last year's, the cost is 
estimated at between $3500 and $4000. 
Shuld the Student Senate provide $1500 
then this would mean that the ilnior Class 
will be responsible for $2000 to $2500 for 
the prom and then an additional $1000 or 
more· to provide some service or cause. 
Ranchers stampede Inn at Frolic 
As to what the additional money will be 
used for, the officers are unsure. ool 
Ernster explains: "The money will 
probably go to aid some community 
service, or perhpas be divided up as 
grants to incoming students." 
Meal times 
revised by 
By B&.G NEWS STAFF 
Last Saturday.rught, the Regis Student 
Senate sponsored the traditional "Fresh-
man Frolic," which officially ends that 
span of time during which all the 
disoriented space freshmen finally cateh 
on to the ways of the disoriented space 
upperclassmen. In other words, it's the 
first formal dance of the year-but they 
had to call it something. ildging on 
appearances at the dance, though, I'd say 
there were a lot ·more upperclassmen 
frolicking than freshmen. • 
Getting down to some toe-tapping music 
at the Holiday Inn down the road, the Sky 
Bumping their way into the hearts of 
. millions (or maybe just into the hearts, 
of each other), _these two frolickers 
catch the camera's eye with some 
Frolic smiles and a :ittle suprise. 
(Photo by Bill Hannigan) 
King Band took off about 9:00 p.m. Of 
course, nobody was there yet, except for a 
few freshmen who hadn't been informed 
by the upperclassmen that, as every good 
Regis rancher knows, you have to 
fashionably late. Somewhere around 
11:00 p.m. the very fashionably late made 
their grand entrance, only to run into a 
bunch of rowdies in the Hereford and 
Angus rooms whooping it· up Ranch-style, 
as they tripped out to the band's high 
rendition of "Taking Care of Business." 
After the initial disappointment of 
gretting one of my dorm neighbors with 
"Hi-how're ya doing'O" only to be 
answered with his unrecognizing bleary 
eyes and the muttered "Hi man hi" on his 
way pas't the pillar he' seemed to be 
groping for (to give him ·concrete . 
. support-after all, the music was a little 
~mid and I'm sure he wasn't used to coping. 
with such volume compared to his 
1speakers he blew out the week before), I 
hardly strode into the room through the 
·swinging doors slightly reminiscent of old 
western barrooms, when I took a quick 
right to the- bar. At first, I thought I'd 
taken the wrong turn-lining the wals in 
straight-back chairs, some 20 odd Regis 
students stared silently into space, either 
because they didn't want to look like the 
typical lush hanging on the bar for that 
last drink or because they didn't want lo 
look like the typical lush rushing to the 
bar for that first drink. 
Meanwhile, back amongst the herefords 
and anguses in the rooms originally 
designed for the stockmen's annual show, 
the dance was rapidly becoming one this 
year's gayest affairs. · The .Sky King's 
fearless leader in sequined trousers was 
about to blow his amp and the herd of 
stomping students was getting restless as-
the clock neared one in the morning. 
Rounding up our little crowd, we headed 
for the hills of orne and bedded down for 
the night. 
Later that morning, about four o'clock, I 
heard some frolickers getting into the 
dorm. Their drawled, loud version of 
"Home on the Range" certainly indicated 
the fact that the dance's atmosphere had 
been greatly appreciated and that once 
again, the freshman class had been 
successfully introduced to the ways of the 
Regis ranchers. 
Outdoorsmen organize· new club 
for upcoming '74 semester 
has nearly 70 members. An equipment 
co-op is being set up withing the 
organization to give members easy access 
to outdoor equipment needed for club 
activities. The group also llas a: "stafl"Of 
around 25 people who have specific duties 
ranging from social director to poster 
By MARY MARTELON 
B&GFEATURESTAFF 
Do you enjoy Colorado outdoor life? 
Whether your interest is racing down the 
Colorado River on a raft or going on quiet 
mountain hikes, a new club has been 
formed for you. ' 
The club, named "Outdoor Life" and 
moderated by Mr. Dick Bewles, has been 
organized by and for the students of Regis 
College to enable the student to enjoy the 
Colorado outdoors in his own way.- As an 
outdoor club they plan to go far beyond 
just camping by involving themselv~~ in 
activities such as cross-country skung, 
technical rock climbing, mountaineering 
navigation, rafting. bike trips, hikes, snow 
shoeing, and winter camping. Any 
outdoor activity that has student interest 
will also be included on the club's agenda. 
Enthusiasm and organization ar two 
main qualities of the club which already 
making. · 
A)though the club has only been in 
existence for a few weeks, it has already 
sponsored three events. A group of 
members traveled to Silver DOllar Lake 
for ·an Alpine campout September 13-15. 
Another went tubing at St. Mary's Glacier 
Sunday, September 15 and the c-lub held a 
kegger Friday, September 20. 
Some future programs and events 
which the club will sponsor include the 
_ appearance of guest speakers, films. and 
social events such as outdoor parties and 
woodsies. A $5.00 membership fee will be 
charged to cover the expenses of the club 
and help pay for maps, films, and club 
activities. 
S _aga ·foods 
By eSEPH ABATE 
B&G NEWS STAFF 
Aside from producing innovative new 
measures such as making ice cream 
available for all eating hours, Saga Food 
Services has recently announced a change 
in the time meals will be distributed, 
effective immediately . 
. As a result, al eating hours in our 
cafeteria have been affected. The hot 
breakfast willnow be served from 7:15-
9:00 a.m. on Monday through Friday and 
8:45-9:30 a.m. on Saturday. Also, a 
continental breakfast ·will be available 
Monday through Friday from 9:00-9:30 
a.m. Lunch will be served 11:30 a.m.-1:15 
p.m. Monday through Friday and will also 
begin 12:45 p.m. but end 1:30 p.m. on 
Saturday. The"brunch" on Sunday will be 
available·U:OO a.m.-12:30 p.m. On all days 
of the week, dinner begins at 5:00 p.m., 
ending at 6:30_ p.m. Monday through 
Friday and 6:15 p.m. on Saturday and 
- Sunday. 
Adding a new dimension to its policies, 
once the ski lifts open Saga will be offering 
· special ski season continental breakfast on 
Saturday between 7:00-8:00 a.m. It's just 
another step in Saga's seemingly never-
endillg innovativ~ measures. · 
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T ranscendenta·l Meditation alleviates tension 
By JEROME KELLY 
EDITOR 
\ 
In recent years, people have 
been searching for a method of 
relaxation from the fast-paced 
American society. Many have 
turned to the practice of Trans-
cendental Meditation. It was at 
first slow to catch on with the 
older generation, possibly because 
its major proponents were a 
long-haired, elderly yogi from Inda 
and the Beatles. 
But today many executives 
swear by it. A retiring executive 
from a major national accounting 
firm said, "I have been meditating 
for three years, and with great 
benefit." The notion that Trans-
cendental Meditation is a far-out 
mystical cult led by Maharishi 
Mahesh Yogi and the fact that 
meditating is a very personal 
·experience may explain the reluc-
tance on the part of many to 
testify to the fact they meditate. 
Yet the practice of Transcend-
ental Meditation has grown entire-
ly by word of mouth and with such 
success that there are now 250,000 
meditators and 2400 teachers. 
· For non-practicing meditators, 
:Transcendental ·Meditation is a 
·method of deep physical relaxation 
that decreases anxiety and ·stress. 
! Age seems to have little to do 
'with one's meditative abilities. 
·Class at the Boulder center of the 
International Meditation Society. 
:are comprised of students from 
J age four to ninety. This wide 
range in age can be easily 
·understood, the teachers say, 
when one realizes how easy it is to 
learn. Most people require only 1 
one half hour to learn the basic 
technique but the course lasts ' 
eight hours, distributed over sev- : 
eral days in order to give students 
a full understanding of Transcend-
ental Meditation. 
Science has taken a serious look 
at Transcendental Meditation. . 
Studies on it have been published 
in such prestigious journ~ls as the 
American Journal of Physiology, 
Journal of the American Medical 
Association, Science, and Scientif-
ic American. A wide range of 
topics from Sociology, Psychology, 
and Physiology have been investi-
gated. 
Transcendental Meditation has. 
been found to have a significant 
effect on such physiological charac-
teristics as metabolic rate, heart 
rate, brain wave pattern, and skin 
resistance (used to measure anxie- i 
ty or stress). Generally, it appears · 
that Transcendental Meditation 
has a slowing down effect on the 
body, producing a state described 
as a "wakeful hypometabolic . 
state." For you non-science · 
majors, that means that a physio-
logic state more restful than sleep 
is produced, but one maintains 
conscious awareness of anything 
that occurs, for instance someone 
talking down the hall. 
From its obscure beginnings in 
distant India, Transcendental 
Meditation has aroused the curi-
osity and interest of scientists, 
students, and skeptics. For those 
interested, there will be a lecture 
on October 7 at 12:00 noon and 
.8:00p.m. in the West Hall Lounge. 
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Based on graphics ' such as these findings hove reported the 
behovoriol and physiological changes in meditators to be quite beneficial. · Graphics courtesy 
of Students' International Meditation Society. 
Today's menu features applesauce 
from the students on ways to time of day. "T.he Brea~through" i~ made up 
· improve the school. One proposed· l The party ma?e up of Marla of Mike Gravmo for President, Ted 
reform is that of trylng to find-·a Murphy for ~residen~, Lucy Gon- Duval for Vice President, Steve 
way to stop theft in the cafeteria. zales for VIce President, Mary Henke for •Treasurer, and Terri 
The party feels that they all care. · Coll~s for Secretary, and Mark Hodes for Secretary. They are 
They only have the interest of the BartiSs for Treasurer does ~ot concerned with getting the class 
class in mind. have a name. They are runmng into the swing of things. They feel 
"All politics is apple sauce." 
Will Rogers 
"The United Frosh of Regis b~cause they want to get involved their most important task will be 
(UFR)" is comprised of Bill .Ridge- ~Ith the sc~ool. Th~y a~e very to establish a sense of unity within 
By MARY PHILLIPS year, and their reason~ for run- ly for President, dim Schlicksup Impressed with t~e .friendliness of the class. They feel that it is 
B&G NEWS STAFF ning. for Vice President, Katie Kelly for the school, and thi~ IS what makes essential to get to know each other 
The spirit of the Class of 1978 "The Spirit of 78" is a party Secretary, and Georgia Tracy for them want to get mvolved. They better as individuals, at the same 
seems evident with the upcoming comprised of Mark Dalton for Treasurer. They feeftliat their feel that the school has a lot of time as a class. They feel this can 
freshman elections. Where in the President, Mary Jo Pfotenhauer major platform is that of student untapped potential which could be be accomplished by having more 
past it was ·hard enough to get two for Vice President, Pat Daly for unity. They feel that· most ·used under the right leadership. social events and ca~pus wide 
parties together, this class has Secretary, and Denny Beck for freshmen are "floor centered." They are concerned with the lack activities. One such idea was that 
managed to come up with four. Treasurer. They have no platform They wish to plan activities where of unity within the freshman class, of a mountain picnic-kegger. They 
This class of over 300 will choose feeling they haven't been ' here you can get freshmen to meet one and if elected they would have also feel that it is important for the 
their officers today. long enough to establish one. another. They plan on having various activities to bring the class freshman to become know to the 
The Brown and. Gold talked to They are running for the students parties,. and other get-togethers so tog-ether. rest of the school and vice versa. 
each of the parties to see the~ and wish to represent them. They that there will be greater unity 
platforms, their hopes for this already have responded to ideas within . the class. Another idea 
which they feel would be of benefit 
,. ....... •••••••••••-•••••• ....... •••••••-: to all would be a change service, 
1 ve 1 
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REGIS LIQUOR 
HEADQUARTERS 
695 S. PEABL ST. 
825i·G008 
BECAUSE YOU'VE 
ACHIEVED 
The experiences that have "carved" your real achievements 
are the personal ones. Wear a class ring and remember. 
Order on Ring Day and save 5%. 
October 2 Seniors only 
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
Only time this semester 
ri ay, September 27, 197 4 , ••••••••&• Page 3 
Star _of 'Paper Moon' rehashes former days at Regis 
ByANKRANC 
FEATURE EDITOR 
and 
1M O'NEILL 
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR 
In 1959 a young freshman 
entered Regis College and in no 
time made himself a dynamic part 
of the student body, participating 
in those kinds of activities which 
helped build the Regis tradition 
that we are so proud of today. 
A member of the Regis eheer-
leading squad, the antiea this 
individual performed during bas-
ketball games were both outrage-
ous and comic. His attempts at 
someersaulting stunts usually re-
sulted in a twisted back-first 
landing on the court floor much to 
the amusement of the fans. 
· As his freshman yeaJ; drew to a 
close the young man decided that 
"it was tiime for the Freshman 
Class to declare itself." Sneaking 
out of his third floor O'Connell 
room, he went down behind the 
parking lot and set off a series of 
four plastic bombs which turned 
out to cause somewhat louder 
explosions that he had expected 
and drew a long caravan of cop 
cars onto the campus as all the 
O'Connell residents and several 
dsuits came running in anxious 
anticipation of more fireworks. 
Somewhere in the course of this 
eventful year, the freshman, 
Christopher Connelly, considered 
trying his hand at professional 
acting. Now, 14 years later, he's 
starring as Moses Pray in this 
season's •ABC television series 
"Paper Moon." Only two weeks 
ago, he found himself hustled out 
of Denver's Brown Palace Hotel 
into a Iimosine on its way to 
Colorado Springs for a breakfast 
press reception-the usual promo-
tional tour routine, except for one 
thing-waiting in the waiting 
limosine were two wide-eyed and 
bushy-tailed reporters from Regis 
College- us. Expecting a publici-
ty smile and business-like efficien-
cy, we were pleasantly surprised 
by the easygoing, vibrant, com-
pletely honest friendliness of 
Chris. By the time wee got to the 
Springs, we were resting assured 
of a most enjoyable morning with 
the "star." 
Connelly starred for five y~ars 
as Norman Harrington in the 
popular night-time television 
series "Peyton . Place." The role 
was created especially for him 
/ 
Chris won third place 
at the 1959 Halloween Donee 
after producer Paul Monash be-
came impressed with his abilities 
during a screentest Connelly did 
with a girl who was trying out for 
a series role. 
Chris doe~n't often get the 
chance to see a lot of the friends he 
workd with on "Peyton Place" now 
that .all have gone in separate 
directions. When asked about Mia 
Farrow, "the butterfly" as he 
refers to her, he gave a favorable 
opinion of her Daisy Buchanan role 
in "Gatsby" and related an amus-
ing story about his attempt 
several years ago to introduce his 
fiance Cindy Carol (now his wife of 
five years) to Mia: "Mia walked 
into the room with Bob Evans and 
spotted me at a table across the 
room. I heard someone calling, 
'Chrissy, oh Chrissy' and Mia came 
running over. I tried to introduce 
Cindy but Mia said, 'Oh, I don't 
have time right now, I'm so busy, 
but I'm free Monday night at eight 
o'clock.' But said I, 'Mia, she's 
right here.' Mia kept saying, 'Oh, I 
can't. I don't have time."' Chris 
laughed, saying, "Well, that's 
Mia." 
Now starring in ABC's "Paper Moon," Chris Co?ne/ly once terrori~ed 
the Regis campus with rnad-cap adventures rangrng from cheerleadrng 
stunts to bombing the O'Connell parking lot. 
Connelly seemed quite content 
and happy with his role as Moses 
Pray in the television series 
"Paper Moon" (Thursday, 7:30 
p.m., Channel 9). He is no longer 
playing the 20-23 year old disor-
iented youth, but now portrays a 
character which is more conducive 
to his comic scope and acting 
maturity. 
We in_quired as to how Chris felt 
about the current nostalgia trend 
and in what way "Paper Moon" fit 
into that realm. He, personally, is 
not into the nostalgia kick al-
though he does identify with the 
atmosphere at the shooting loca-
tion and its roots in the past. The 
series was shot in Hays, Kansas 
and Chris, originally from Wichita, 
found himself quite at home with 
. the surroundings. 
"Benji" and "They Only Kill 
Their Masters" with limes Garner 
and Peter Lawford are among 
Connelly's most recent film cred-
its. He also had roles in "A 
Ticklish Affair" and 'What a Way 
to Go." Chris claims, nonetheless, 
that he prefers the television 
medium to movies-"I like the 
pace better." Asked if he would 
like to do any behind-the-camera 
;~rk, Chris thought he might like 
to try his hand at producing if the 
opportunity appeared in the fut-
ure. 
Before enrolling at Regis, Con-
nely attended Missouri Military 
Academy in Mexico, Missouri. He 
se.rved as president of his class for 
three years and distinguished 
himself as captain of the boxing, 
swimming, football and track 
teams. Seeing the effect the rigid 
regulations of military school had 
on students, he sought to change 
some of those rules and was to 
some degree successful in this 
attempt while he served on the 
student council. 
After experiencing a strict 
military environment, Chris look-
ed upon Regis as having a much • 
freer and more liberal atmosphere 
than an academy 11lthough the 
freedoms here at that time were 
still few. Nevertheless, he manag-
ed to have a good time at this 
institution-and that does mean 
going overboard once in a while. 
atmosphere of the Missouri Mili-
tary Academy changed his mind. 
He discussed his 'dissatisfaction 
with a scientific career with his 
Regis English instructor and was 
advised to consider a career in 
acting. He did-and so another 
Regis student took off for the 
footlights. 
PAPER MOON 
We returned from Channel 9 
studio later that day and position-
ed ourselves in front of the TV to 
catch the premiere of "Paper 
Moon." 
We were, for the most part, 
satisfied. The settings were 
authentic and the music and 
costuming successfully brought 
back the atmosphere of the 
Depression era. "Paper Moon" is a 
refreshing change from the usual 
mode ofmost Tv: it is a period 
piece that captures the spirit of 
the 30's, yet is also makes evident 
the comic side of American society 
as it exists today. The show is 
entertaining and funny as well as 
being mildly satirical. 
Chris Connelly gives a lot more 
to the role of Moses Pray than the 
anticipated copy of Ryan O'Neal's 
portrayal in the film version. 
Connelly seems very much at 
home with his new role. Jodie 
Foster, on the other hand, just 
didn't seem to make it as Addie. 
Somewhat too tall and perhaps too 
mature for the role, she didn't 
quite come across as the small con 
artist she was meant to be. 
"Concentrate on being olive and being Regis pec:>ple, and 
Regis will be a great place," sums up David S. Radcliffe, 
Associate Dean for Resident Life at Regis. 
Campus enthusiasm 
Only once did Regis recognize 
Chris with applause. As Napolean, 
he won third place in the 1959 
Halloween Dance. Returning to 
his usual crazy antics of his college 
days, Chris recalled a party 
sponsored by Loretto Heights at a 
large cabin in the mountains that 
winter. He and a friend shocked 
the whole party crowd by jumping 
out the window on the second 
floor. While the girls screamed 
and his buddies crammed next to 
the window to see, . he and his 
fellow jumper rolled in the huge · 
drifts of soft snow below the 
window. Trend-setters they were, 
impresses Radcliffe 
as other Regis men followed their 
lead out the window into the snow 
banks. 
During his stay at the all-male 
institution of Regis, regulations 
· were stiff concerning the consump-
tion of alcohol. However, Chris 
managed to satisfy his· thirst, 
coming in from Sam's at Lookout 
Mountain at three o'clock one 
morning. Checking in sober with 
the Jsuit at the dorm was always a 
problem, so one night Chris and a 
few friends worked out a clever 
plan. After resorting to a nearby 
bar, he and his friends chugged 
down tequila for half an hour, then 
sped ba'ck to school, checked in 
with the priest and made it to their 
rooms before the effects of the 
tquila hit. It was a rough night for 
the daring drinkers, but "it was 
worth it," Chris grinned. 
Originally coming to Regis "be-
cause it was the only school that 
accepted me," he had thought to 
join his father in his oil producing 
company in Kansas. But the year 
at Regis away from the stifling 
By JULIE SHUTTS 
"I love Colorado. It's the first 
time · I!ve been here. Neat 
country!" was the first comment of 
David S. Radcliff, \:.sociate Dean 
for Resident Life concerning the 
Rocky Mountain high country. 
Dave graduated from Gonzaga 
University in Spokane, Washingt-
ton in 1973 with a B.A. in 
Psychology and in 1964 he got a 
Master's Degree in Counseling. 
He was an R.A. for a year and a 
resident director for a year. He 
worked as a graduate assistant to 
the Vice President of Student Life 
at Gonzaga, Dr. Myles Anderson 
who is presently Dean of Gampus 
Life at Regis. Dave's wife 
~uzanne graduated from Gonzaga 
with a B.A. in Psychology and a 
teaching certificate. · . 
Dave Radcliffs first impression 
of Regis is the same as. other 
Jesuit institutions he has been in 
contact with as architecture, per-
sonel, student and faculty, atmo-
sphere, and attitude. 
He said,_ "Reltis is reallv an 
exciting place for me at this point. 
The students', faculty's, and staffs 
enthusiasm is kind of a neat thing 
to be around." 
Making resident hall life more 
than just an existence is one thing 
Dave would like to accomplish. ·He 
feels that to maximize opportuni-
ties for students, they have to . 
interpersonalize themselves in a 
"real humanistic way." 
The Associate Dean is discour-
aged with the emphasis on alcohol 
on campus. He is not against the 
presence of it, but there is a 
difference between a good thing 
and an abused thing, he feels. "I 
bate it to be the sole member of 
the Regis population. Regis has 
potential and everything it needs 
but lacks alternatives to everyday 
activitie~ on campus." 
Dave continued that people 
involve' themselves with the same 
thing on a daily basis and they 
don't create any alternative to 
their behavior. 
Dave Radcliffs door will be open 
to anyone. He is open for 
suggestions and would like to get 
to know everyone. He finished 
saying, "Co.ncentrate on being 
alive and being Regis people, and 
Regis will be a great place." 
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·''If I'm elected'' 
It's that time of the · year ag~ i n. Campa.ign banners greet 
you on your migration to the cafeteria, petitions circulate 
through the dorm, and there is much talk of ~eform. _ Holding 
election for class office and General Assembly in the fall has 
. helped immeasurably. Four freshman parties have registered 
and 18 candidates for General A ssembly representative (up 
1 00 percent from last spring( have. handed in petitions. For 
the first time since I have been at this fine institution, there 
will be some competition for ~~neral Assembly. With only 
seven spots open, there might. even be some campaigning. It 
is encouraging to see an interest taken in the General 
Assembly. It is potentially the most powerful political body on 
the campus. The General Assembly has · control over the 
budget proposed by the Executive Board and has a substantial 
voice in the allocation of that budget. · 
I certainly hope that the enthusiasm exhibited in · the 
_elections at the beginning of this year does not fall with the 
autumn leaves but maintains itself as a force that will continue 
to breathe life into the Regis student body as the y~ar 
progresses. 
What's an Ombudsman? 
If you have a problem at Regis what do you do? Your search 
may take you down the corridors of Loyola Hall, across . the 
creaky floors of Maili Hall, or to the labyrinth of offices . 
scattered throughout the Student Center. Your journey 
through the Red Tape Jungle may be very frustrating but each 
office and each person will innocently say, 'Tm sorry I can't 
help you. Why don't you try Dr. Shmidlop's office? 
To many people this endless journey does not end until they 
graduate. Others are fortunate enough to hove never 
encounter-ed any serious problems at "The Ranch." 
Unfortunately, for many this journey ends when they decide to 
transfer to another school. To these -people it seems 
rediculous for such ·a small school to be so complex from on 
administrative standpoint. In post years the situation has 
improved but it may ju~t be that I hove become more familiar 
with the process. To the Freshmen it must seem like David 
facing Gotiat~. 
As complex as this problem may seem, there appears to be 
a very simple solution~ In many complicated bureaucracies 
there is a person who serves as a guide through the Red Tope 
Jungle. He is officially called an ombudsman. This task could 
be assigned to the Chief Justice of the Judicial Board of 
Review. This is to a certain extent his job presently but usually -
in matters of discipline. This could be extended to cover any 
problems a student might hove with the solution of a problem 
involving the Administration of-the school. The simple fact that 
someone exists to guide one on the "incredible journey" 
should put many a mind at ease. It may al!io help lower the 
attrition rote. that plagues many colleges and universities. 
Pork Tenderloin 
I'm sure that by now all of you are familiar with the 
fr~stration of reaching your table only to discover that the salt 
is missing. As you stare d~jectedly at the mystery meat lying 
insipidly on the plate, you realize that you must cruise up and 
down the aisles until you see someone surrepticiously salting 
their pork tenderloin and con wrestle the shaker from their 
desperate hands. 
Of course the situation is not that bad and is soon to be . 
corrected (tw o cases are on order but have not arrived as of 
press time(. However, the point remains that there are 43 
people on and off campus that have removed salt shakers 
from the cafeteria. This type of occurance was characteristic 
of tast year when trays were not bused and food was 
w orthi es. Unelss we 'w ish to see d rep lay of the previous y~ar 
and stare ·at our insipid pork ternderloins, don't rip the salt! 
· Dear Editor, 
I am, I hope, the average Regis 
College student. I found a problem 
at Regis that I feel must be · 
resolved. A freshman student 
decided to withdraw after the first 
week of classes. This all sounds 
very normal, but the way in. which 
he withdrew is not so normal. This 
student did not talk to anyone 
about his withdrawal except for 
the staff in Student Academic 
Services. He was allowed to 
withdraw without notification sent 
to the Academic Dean, the Dean of 
Students, the head of housing, 
Admissions, and hfs particular 
Head Resident. Academic Serv-
ices. took it upon itself to release 
Vote 1. 
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this Freshman without any ques, · 
tions. . One of the reasons_ for ' ""''~'"0""0~ 
having to talk to each one of the e all have- our problems, and 
above is to ensure that the student especially a Freshman. In this 
withdrawing is doing so with good situation, I feel that something 
reason. This way the average could have been done for this 
homesick Freshman can be talked student. He was mixed up and 
out of making any rash decisions. was definitely unsute of himself. 
Is this the way these situations Is it normally up to you, Dr. 
are handled, Dr. McCarthy? If .McCarthy, to be the judge wheth· 
_n,ot, I would have to say that a er a student should stay or leave 
-general apology is in order to the this institution. 
sfudent, his family, and the I would be very happy to hear 
student body. As far as I am from you, Dr. McCarthy. Possibly 
concerned, any individual student you could straighten us out on the 
is more important than anyone on proper withdrawal procedure. 
the Student Academic Services' 
staff. If you are incompetent, Dr. 
McCarthy, or if anyone on your 
0 • 
Michael E. Dillon 
-······••&• 
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Placement Office caters to students' needs 
ByROSIEQ~ 
B&GFEATURESTAFF 
At the beginning of this semes-
ter, it is evident that Regis College 
has once again acquired a Place-
11\.ent and Career Planning Office. 
Last year, no such Qffice as the 
Placement and Career Planning 
Office "only" existed. 
Two years ago, John Dodson 
was hired by Regis to be Director 
of Scheduling and Placement. 
Before his arrival, this Office did 
exist, however, under different 
directorship. In 1973 when Regis 
found itself without a -financial aid 
director, Mr. Dodson also received 
that job. That led to the 
emergence of the Financial Aid 
and Placement Offices. 
However, in order to provide 
Regis students with necessary top 
quality services to help plan for 
future careers, it was a basic need 
that Regis should have a Place-
me-nt and Career Planning Office 
that concentrated solely on the 
students. 
The new Placement and Career 
Planning Office is located in the 
Student Center. Office hours are 
Monday through Friday, 8:00a.m. 
Carro II Hall 
• progress 1s 
reviewed 
By JOHN PAUL STEFFEN 
B&G NEWS STAFF 
Carroll Hall, that majestic relic 
that ornaments the Regis campus 
and is ·reminiscent of Victorian 
castles, is soon to underg.o a major 
change in its existence. The hall 
which has been a student dorm 
since its construction some 50 
years ago, has been _chosen as the 
new residence for the 4Jsuit 
Community. 
Decisions to make tre· change 
were inevitable as the -present 
residence of the Jesuits, the Pink 
Palace, has been condemned for 
sleeping purposes by the Den,; er 
Fire Marshal. The present resi-
dence also is lacking in space such 
that seven isuits now reside in 
student dorms and six are located 
in a house off campus. 
At present, a great deal of 
discussion is being made as to the 
ways in w}lich residence will 
benefit both the isuits and the 
students. Three options are being 
considered. One would be to keep 
the hall closed to all but the isuit 
Community, to allow student 
visitation, or to make the hall a 
partial student facility. Should the 
last option be chosen, then each 
room would also have office space. 
This would afford students the 
place to come a~d visit with 
various members of the faculty 
and staff. 
Other ideas now being discussed 
include tlie chance that perhaps 
half the ground floor of Carroll 
would be devote"d to Campus 
Ministry. This would include a 
coffee house and several Campus 
Ministry offices. Plans such as 
these are designed to guard 
against the tendency for students 
to view the residence as a 
cloistered area, off basetl to all but 
the esuits themselves. 
Of course, any major develop-
ment presents problems and a-
mong those the most significant 
are the financial aspects. The 
administrators in charge of the 
project are giving full considera-
tion to those problems with the 
understanding that the develop-
ment is not only desired but 
necessary. The work may present 
some inconvenience to the mem-
bers of the Regis _community, but 
in the final picture we should 
witness a ne w look t o our 
ever-changing campus. 
to 4:30 p.m. Directing the office is 
Mr. James Lawless, assisted by 
Barbara Schamberger. When 
talking to Mr. Lawless, he com-
mented that he would like for this 
Placement Office to become an 
"experience" for Regis students. 
Through steady work and abilities, 
Mr. Lawless is taking measures 
that will help bring thi~ experience 
about. One of his maiD concerns is 
to have appear on campus qualif-
Placement Office to bring females 
interviewers on campus, so the 
females here at RegiS ean perhaps 
get some idea of women's roles in 
industry. . - • 
Other than having interviewers 
from industries, corporations, and 
sundry other institutions, Mr. 
Lawless is planning on having 
graduate and law school recruiters 
on campus, so students can be 
exposed to different career op-
e new and Planning Office in the Student 
Center, Mr. ·James Lawless offers a variety of career counseling aids. 
He hopes to make the office an "experience" for Regis students. 
[Photo by Jeff Rieth] 
ied people in corporations with 
whom the students may converse 
to learn things which are essential 
to planning a career and if 
possible, find ways to help people 
get the most out of those careers. 
There is a special interest of the 
tions. 
Also the Placement Office's 
services will be available for regis 
alumni. One's file is maintained 
for a period of five years after 
graduation. If requested, the time 
will be extended. 
Mr. Lawless emphasized that in 
order to best serve Regis stu-
dents, he must have some idea of 
what students actually want. 
Each issue of the Brown and Gold 
will contain a list of campus 
interviews. Although only per-
are eligible to participate in 
campus interviewing, all students 
are encouraged to communicate 
with the Placement Office. So in 
the future, activities and planning 
will consist of students' specific 
interests. 
sons within ~;..;::~~~~~ii.--~-----------• 
atch'em 
,.aw 
Anyone possessive of any awaremenss at all can realize that we do 
indeed live in difficult times. Energy wanes, corruption ascends, now 
more than ever we need to take things (including this column) with a 
grain of salt. However in lieu of recent developments -even this 
practice must be forever pushed back to the realm of fond memory. 
We simply cannot spare the salt. For some unexplainable reaso11 all 
forms of sodium chloride seems to have disappeared from campus. 
Upon going to breakfast and looking down those long rows of tables 
all you will see is pepper. Where in the hell is all the salt? 
So111e people have speculated that perhaps the infamous Ghost of 
Carroll Hall drinks tequila and that that is where all the salt is going. 
Others maintain that certain sections of Freshman Chemistry are 
'holding all the salt for ransom, demanding higher grades in return for 
that highly useful reagent. Either way all the salt is gone. 
Several parties have attempted_ to smuggle seawater onto campus 
for the illegal purpose of distilling it and selling the salt by the ounce, 
pound, or kilo. Beware of these characters, you can never tell when 
they might try to slip into your food so that you will become addicted 
to it. 
Meanwhile, the food gets blander and Saga fights the salt shortage . 
Rumor has it that they have hired several people with dandruff to 
work in the kitchen and at least improve the aesthetics of the food. 
Be that as it may, Father Clarke has issued the following 
proclamation to be effective for the remainder of the salt shortage: 
There will be no strenuous activities, that is activities that might 
result in what is called commonly sweating and perspiring. These 
generally disreputable activities such as athletics, lounge building, 
sex, and especially steam baths result in loss of salt which at the 
present time may not be replaeable through the auspices of the 
cafeteria. The situation is indeed dismal. 
If, however, you should begin to feel the symptoms of withdrawal 
which will be characterized by a morbid desire to wear a dress with 
an umbrella over- your shoulder while singing "When it rains, it 
pours" you are asked to go immediately to the nurse where 
emergency saline injections can be given if you are covered by Blue 
Cross.- If not, that's too bad. 
The salt shortage may be a complex problem, but together vte can 
work it out. 
Dr. Roughton researches astronomy 
EDITOR'S NOTE: 'This is the first of a series of articles that will 
investigate the research topics now being undertaken by various 
members of the Regis College Faculty. At times, articles pertaining 
to topics of current scientific interest will be included. Any and all 
suggestions for subsequent articles would be greatly appreciated and 
should be directed to the Science Writer of the Brown and Gold. 
. ' 
By DENNY DOUGHERTY 
T~inkle, twinkle little star, 
I see you shining from afar. 
Why you glisten and give off light; 
I hope to discover this starry night. 
These are possibly the words of a great poet, but the~ may as well 
have been written by Dr. Norbert A. Roughten, Chau-man of the 
Regis College Physics Department. . . . 
While Dr. Roughten is not known for h1s poetic prowess, he. IS 
deeply interested in the Why's and _How's. of those ~eavenly_ bod1es 
called stars. He is currently, actively mvolved m experimental 
research at Colorado University. His topics of experimentation are 
concerned mainly with what goes on inside of the stars. . 
Dr. Roughten's research comes under the heading of Nuclear 
Astrophysics. Astrophysics is the science which re~ates ast~onomy to 
physics. His primary interests are the rates at wh1ch certam nuclear 
reactions occur in stars. . . 
He completed his undergraduate study _at John Carr~ll Umv~rs1~y 
in Cleveland, achieving a Bachelor of Sc1ence degree m P~ys1cs m 
1959. He also completed his Masters degree pr?gram there m 1961. 
His topic of study concerned solid state phys_1cs. 
Fr m 1961 to i963 he was Instructor in Physics at John. Carroll and 
from 
0
1963 to 1965 he worked for Rocketdyne Divisi?n of North 
American Aviation doing research on the rocket engmes for the 
Gemini and Apollo spacecrafts. . . . . 
In 1969 he completed his Docto~al program at S~. Lou_1s Umvers1ty. 
WHile at the University he was du-ector of the umverstty accelerator 
laboratory and taught classes in astrRono'?Y. a~9i~e McDonnell Planetarium' in St. Louis. He came to eg1s m . 
At the time he completed his PhJ?. pr~gram, one of the ~ore 
f · t' g problems facing astrophysics was the nuclear phys1cs of ascma m . h d' d 
stellar (star) interiors. It was to th1s end that Dr. Roug ton 1recte 
his research. . J . I t't t f L b His research began in Colorado at the omt ns 1 u _et od .ath 
h · ·n Boulder It was there that he became assoc1a e w1 Astrop ys1cs 1 . · . 
Colorado University. 
R hton is currently doing research as a guest of Colorado Dr· oug h · N I S . L b t University, with four other men, a~ t e1r. uc ear ~1f,nc~ . a tora or~ 
in Boulder. This laboratory co~tams a htghly 
1
specta 1zeThms ru
1
mten 
h t d of nuclear physiCS called a eye otron. e eye o ron for t e s u Y . 
accelerates parts oi an atom to extremely high speeds. An atom 
consists of three main particles: neutrons, protons, and electrons. 
The neutrons and protons made up the center of the atom called the 
nucleus. The electrons orbit the nucleus at extremely high speeds. 
The cyclotron then slams these accelerated particles into a target 
containing some special material or element. These collisions can 
cause changes in the atoms of the target. These changes can cause 
the target atoms to break up or regroup, forming different elements. 
It. is in the rates at which nuclear reations, such as these, take place 
that Dr. Roughton is most interested. 
To date, Dr. Roughton and his colleagues have investig_ated 40 of 
the nuclear reactions that are suspected to take place in stars. The 
results have been recorded in 13 publications in the form of papers 
and conference reports, all within the past 18 months. He says that 
they hope to investigate a hundred more such reactions which would 
take at least another two or three years. 
Their experimental results are being compared to theoretical 
calculations being done at Illinois University, Rice, and Cal Te<:)l. 
When enought experimental i_nformation has been gathered, Dr. 
Roughton's research team will - make their own theoretical• 
calculations. 
While the immediate goals of the experimentation, according to Dr. 
Roughton, are to gain a better understanding of stellar evolution, 
energy generation, and the cosmic abundance of the elements, a 
far-reaching effect of his experiments could greatly influence our 
daily lives not too far off in the future. 
As we are all very much aware, there is an energy crisis. It is 
primarily caused by a shortage of fuels such as coal and oil. There is a 
program currently underway called the U.S. Fusion Power Program. 
· This program hopes to eventually generate all the electrical power 
through the use of nuclear power plants. THis is an ecologically 
cleaner . system of power generation and would eliminate· the 
consumption of large quantities of fuels such as coal which are 
presentaly being used. Since ·the reactions that Dr. Roughton is 
concerned with are thermonuclear, they can be directly applied to 
this program. ' • 
Dr. Roughton's other interests, beside astrophysics, include 
astronomy and the history of astronomy. He is currently teaching 
four courses at Regis including General Physics, Electricity and 
Magnetism, Theoretical Mechanics, Modern Astronomy, and 
oversees an Advanced Laboratory in Physics. 
Som~ night, if you are walking by the Science Building and you see 
a man with a large white tube, surrounded by a covey of people, stop 
by. You'll find Dr. Roughton showing off some of the marvels of the 
universe to some of his many students with the help of the Regis 
· six-inch reflector' elescope. He'll be glad to let you take a look. And if 
he's asked, he may even explain to you what really does make those 
beacons of the night, the stars, go twinkle, twinkle. 
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Dolls display power 
decadance of rock 
By JIM O'NEILL 
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR 
of Alice Cooper, Roxy Music, 
: David Bowie, and Mott the Hoop-
,le. With these acts the attributes 
':of decadance and transvestitism 
are merely facades. With the 
When the Beatles began to Dolls it is different; there is . no · i 
dominate the scene in 1964 rock pretense-they are everything. 
and roll started to fade. Few Cooper and Bowie pretend to be. 
bands have really been able to Bowie almost had it; beginning the 
capture the esst;lrice of the art; its decade as the most important and ; 
unrestrained, sexually discordant intelligent rock star of the Seven- · 
quality eventually became over- ties he knew the audience was 
shadowed by melodrama, literary 
intensity, and maudlin sophistica- undergoing' a drastic change and 
tion. Bo Diddley and P.J. Proby for two years he was the leader in ew Do s most infamous since the ing Stones, just completed a 
knew what rock 'n' roll was all .this transition. His latest work, one-week stand at Ebbets Field. The mediocre turnout made it evident that the Dolls haven't 
about. So did the early Rolling though, including a summer tour l ~,achieved the dynamic success in the midwest that they experienced on the East and West .: 
Stones. Today there is one group which was theatrically lavish and coasts: -- . - . -
who can still capture that sensa- powerful,f has "t~r~f~ed_. ;.nt\ a ' fa;ts of .life and the h~man ·"Smog on MJ Shoulders", they Their own stuff came across 
tl·on·. The New York Dolls. preoccupa ron wr u urrs rc P e- · d"t" · "t t l · t · th l l t t th 1 t well especially Johnny Thund r' nomena and sleazy sex. ,c con 1 ron as 1 ru _y eXIS s m e on y re a e o ose e emen s , e s 
Unfortunately, the Dolls have · . . big city. Growing frustration in all characteristic of contemporary ur- "Chatterbox." "L09l.t~n~ for a 
been placed in the category of The. New York Dolls hail. ·from aspects of growing up and surviv- ban existence, a world that Kiss," "Personality Crisis," and. 
glitter bands along with the likes . the. Vrllage East,. an atmosphere ing churn away in their harsh, Denver would probably never "Trash" sounded better than ever. 1 
whrch makes evrdent the bare lustly lyrics hardly discernable understand. By the end of the night the Dolls 
Annual Oktoberfest 
today at larimer 
By JIM O'NEILL 
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR 
fun-filled weekends, a bit of 
Bavaria is created downtown in 
the 1400 block of Larimer Street. 
Co-sponsored by the Denver 
Kickers ·and .the Merchants of 
Larimer Square, the autumn cele-
Denver's biggest street party, · bratio!l is patterned as closely as 
The Larimer Square Oktoberfest, possible after the famous Munich 
will be held September 28, 29, and Fest, now in its 140th year. The 
Dctoh_er 4, 5, and 6. For two street, closed to traffic on week-
r--.:...---------~ ; ends, is decked in the traditional 
flags and wreaths of the Oktober-
fest. EBBET'S FIELD 
From that fiist keg to the last, 
15th d C rt. the sights, sounds, and tantalizing 
· 8 R · U IS . scents of Bavarian celebration fill ' 
Brooks!:Towers :~ . the air. The irresistable om-pah 
music goes on continuously while '· ' 
brew and bratwurst are sold from 
~ept. 26-29: Doc and s _ojorful street _boo.""'th""s"--. __ 
Merle Watson The spirit of the Oktoberfest 
involv.es much beer drinking, 
against the driving violent pound- The New York Dolls drew a seemed to have overcome their 
ing of the mus~c. Sounds simple, . smalle~ th~n average crowd to technical difficulties and put forth 
doesn't it? Well, basically, it is, Ebbet s Freid last week, an·d their usual thunderous show. 
but it's a simplicity that very few 1 perhaps due to equipment prob- The coStuming was· surprisingly 
have mastered. lems and a new setting the band_ tame. Lead singer David Jo 
John Denver once said about the was off to a slow start. Bass Hansen was in a black jumpsuit 
Dolls that they "only appeal to the player Arthur Kane was not on adorned with a pink scarf and 
far-out and sick." Of course, John had for the gig so the group had a i wearing red lipstick as ·he slurred 
knows a lot about mid-western~rs replacement bassist. and howled through the set in so 
and is sure that they'd never show - They opened with -Eddie Coch- many respects_reminiscent of Mick 
up to one of his concerts in ran's "Something Else" and unlike Jagger. The ·band came onstage· 
sequined clothes, glitter, and other stage grov-ps they can afford . sporting ridiculously oversized 
heavy makeup. No, mountain hats to . add a heavy number by cowboy hats which mildly mocked 
and aspen leaves in your hair will . someone else without detracting . the . situa_tion they were in plliyillg 
1 d~ just fine. Bring a dog and some from their own solid material. the Mile-high City. -
1 
wild flowers and John will sing you Other oldies included the Cadets' 
. a dream. The Dolls don't sing "Stranded in the Jungle" and 
about "New York City High" or. Sonny Boy Williamson's "Don't 
,------------· -• Start Me Talking." 
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TV Specials 
Free Delivery .aanoames 
n October: Jerry Rio· singing, dancing, and merry-mak-ing. More that. 10 million people of the Festival for fun-loving 
pelle, Dory Previn, 1 attend the Munich OKTOBER- peopl~ is planned to follow its 524 E. Colfax 
· Roy Woods' Wizard, FEST where seven breweries Bav~rran counterpart as nearly as 
Li g h t n i n ' H o p k i n s , participate. In an average Fest possrble. . ______ , __ 
they consume four million quarts Oktoperfest hours are noon to 
John Lee Hooker, of beer, a million sausages, 400,000 ;10:00 p.m. SaturdaY,s, noon to 8:00 Gentle Giant, PFM, roast chickens, 50 tons of fish, and p.m. ~_11nd~ys, and 7:00 to 11:00 
Tom Rush scores of whole oxen roasted on 1P·?I· on Frrday, October 4. There 
L,....;;.;;.;;.;.;....;.;,;;.;,;;.o... _____ _., The Larimer Square version will be no admission 
ON CAMPUS 
: ; PXE ROAD RALLY AND . 
WOODSIE-Saturday, September 
· 28. Starts at 10:'30 a.m. ' 
1 MOVIE, "Blume in Love"-
Science Amp., Friday, Sep-
tember 27, and Sunday, Sep-
, ;, · tember 29 at 8:00 p.m. 
' ·'.'M.©lVrlilpt"-Science 
... ; Amp., Friday, October 11 and 
1
, • Sunday, October 13. 
1
. ROCKY MOUNTAIN WRITERS 
\·'·; GUILD-Monday, September I 
" ' 30 in Loyola-12, 7:15-9:15 p.m. 
STUDENT RETREATS-Sep-
tember 27-28, October 11-12. 
CONCERTS 
• en•~JB 
TRAFFIC-Coliseum, October 7 
at 8:00 p.m. -
STEVIE WONDER-Coliseum, 
November 3 at 7:30 p.m. 
Tickets are now on sale. 
CLUBS 
EBBET'S FIELD-Doc Watson, 
Thursday through Sunday, 
September 26-29. ·Shows 
begin each night at -:00 and 
11:00. 1020 15th Street. 
534-0161. 
MR. LUCKY'S-two bands, two 
dance floors. 555 So. Cherry 
Creek Drive. 321-1750. 
MY SWEET LASS-BOULDER-
Canary (smooth rock) through 
Sunday, September 29. 257 4 
Baseline Road. 494-9909. 
RECOMMENDED FILMS 
THE APPRENTICESHIP OF 
DUDDY KRAVITZ, starring 
Richard Dreyfus, at the Cher-
ry Creek and Villa Italia 
theatres. 
THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT, lP' 
. history of the MGM musical, 
at the Cooper theatre, 960 So. 
Colorado Boulevard. 
KING OF HEARTS, an offbeat f 
classic at the Flick in Larimer 
Square. 
SPECIAL EVENTS 
OKTOBERFEST~German Festi-
yal on Larimer Square. 
September 28-29 at 8:00 p.m. 
GODSPELL-the magical musical, 
at the Guild theatre, Septem-
ber 26-29 at 8:00 p.m. 'JOAN BAEZ-Auditorium Arena, 
September 30 at 8:00 p.m. 
Tickets available at Folklore 
. Center. 
THE WAREHOUSE-The Smoth-
ers Brothers, Thursday-Sun- 1 
day, September 26-29. Fats 
Domino, Tuesday, October 15 
through Sunday, October 20. 
I 
RINGLING BROS. BARNUM · 
•t..YNYRD SKYNERD and ELVIN 
BISHOP-Coliseum, October · 
4 at 8:00 p.m. 
AND BAILEY CIRCUS-at 
the Coliseum through Sunday, i 
September 29. I 
at -Pearl 
831-722Q 
Busby Liquors '*''*'***'*'*' 
MIKE & NANCY 
4901 Lowell 
455-4531 
orts 
Soccer· .team falls-
to Colorado College 
By PETE $jLLOON 
B&G SPORTS STAFF 
As their initial opponent of the 
'74 season, the Regis Soccer Team 
had the misfortune of choosing 
Colorado College. Winners of all 
but one of . their previous six 
matches, C.C. entered the contest 
looking to avenge a 2-1 defeat 
handed to them by the nationally-
ranked Southern Illinois Universi-
ty. With their own national 
prestige and ranking on the line, 
C. C. pulled no punches and eventu-
ally subdued an extreme! game 
Ranger squad. 
Obviously Coach Stumpff and 
his charges were well aware of the 
power and ability of their oppo-
wn 
nen~s as they immediately fell into 
a. mne-man defense. This ploy 
vrrtually, destr_oyed any hopes of 
the ~angers mounting much of an 
.o~ense, hoping instead to try to 
sidetrack the C.C. offensive jug-
gernaut. Early in the first half it 
appear~d that Stumpffs strategy 
was gomg to pay off. With some 
spirited theam play heightened by 
a considerable amount of heroic 
saves by goalie, del Chavez, the 
Rangers held off the C.C. attack-
ers. Brian Walsh came through 
with two fantastic moonshot heads 
to save as many goals. Kevin 
McGrath and Mark Digman used 
their speed to occasionally remind 
the Tigers that Regis was aware 
that only through scoring goals 
Dale Whitten shows his stuff on the pitching mound as he warms up 
for the Ranger game against Air Force last weekend at the Academy. 
~egi~ took the game in a close 6-5 match. (Photo by Paul Rusin] 
could they win. Despite their On several occasions, the Rang-
efforts to mount some sort of an ers' lack of patience in setting up 
offense, the lion's share of the half 
was played within the shadows of 
the Ranger goal. C.C. finally 
managed to penetrate their oppo-
nent's goal and with some fine 
' passing that lead to a fairly easy 
shot past the Ranger defenders. 
The Regis offense then sputtered 
due largety to this lack of passing 
ability as the half ended with C.C. 
holding a 1-0 lead. 
their t>ffense coupled with a slow 
conversion to defense enabled C. C. 
to tally another goal. "Slow the 
ball dc.wn, there's no rush. You 
can't play so sloppy," Stumpff 
continual!~· pleaded from the bene 
but t:> no avail. C.C. was rolling 
and from that point on completely 
dominated the game. 
The final score of 6-0 was 
probably closer than anyone, save 
the members of the Ranger squad 
anticipated. C.C. sporting eight 
full scholarship players would be 
more than a match for many of the 
nation's teams. Regis was forced 
to play a defensive style in respect 
to their overwhelming ability 
which was the probable cause of 
their poor offensive showing. 
the Regis Soccer Team in their game against 
Colorado College. [Photo by Paul Rusin] 
Perhaps the halftime break had 
something to do with the lacklust-
er performance of the second half 
as it was a changed squad that 
took the field. After faltering in 
one of their few real scoring 
opportunities the Rangers went 
flat. Abandoning their defensive-
minded game the Rangers tried to 
mount an offensive and in doing so 
forgot to play any defense. Mike 
Berube and Gabbi Harnett used 
their size to battle off C.C. 
attackers and get the ball for their 
offense. 
l appears that the squad is not 
totally used _to each other's moves 
and styles-a situation that Coach 
Stumpff should move to correct 
before their. 7:30 game at Colorado 
School of Mines tonig-ht. 
To begin the ~econd installment 
of Wild World of Sports, the staff 
would like to greet the opening of 
the intramunl and soccer seasons. 
This year, as in past years, these 
events signal the official opening 
of our hunting season. You will 
find our anonymous reporters 
hunting high and low for fact or 
fiction, something or nothing, 
~verything and anything. Nothing 
IS sacred on campus or off. We· 
have heard of strange rumors of 
the Geeks warm-up practice. We 
wonder how you squeezed all of 
you geeks in Peter Tracy's room? 
Was it the infamous "dirty sheet 
drill"? 
Furthering our unending quest 
for truth, justice, and the Ameri-
can way, we found ourselves at 
Colorado College last week to 
witness the opening game of the 
Regis Soccer Rangers. Poohie 
Digman and his cronies put all 
worries to rest by beginning the 
season in true fashion, a 6-0 loss. 
Through their talent, of lack of it, 
the team managed to hold CC to 
~ess than seven goals while compil-
mg a total of 0 in the name of 
Regis. Bright · spots found in the 
loss were the Brothers McGrath, 
Mark Digman, and Brian Walsh. 
H~~ever, once "Speed" Kogovsek 
reJoms his teammates, we are 
confident that the scales will tip in 
favor of Regis and we will win 
sooner or later-one of these days, 
Weeks, months, years ... ???? 
Keep up the good work, boys. 
If one's interest turns to tears 
4. "Touch 'n' go" Lysaught and 
Holly 
by watching soccer, intramural numerous to mention in alloted 
footbal has begun, thanks to Mary space, the comment that stuck in 
Pat for sending Dave to school. At our minds was "I wish those babes 
least we know that someone is would take a course in femininity." 
reading our expose. Viewing the Classes start October 7 at the 
season thus far, few surprises YWCA, girls. Other than the . 7. 
have occurred. As of this writing select commentary on the side-
5. Marty Mulvihill and HTH Linda 
6. Constance and Brian Walsh 
Joe "Yes, I'm the editor" Press 
and Rita 
Tom "Too old" Foster and Ann 
"Too young" Hoefty 
we have seen a repeat of last lines, we predict the DB's (Dirty 8. 
year's Toilet Bowl and a situation Broads) going all the way-in 
comedy entitled "Stone Throw vs. football, that is. 
No Huncha Nookie." In the Toilet Rounding off our comments for 
Bowl II, ';he well-fed Geeks this week, we woula like to 
performed -pitifully in defeating present two awards. The first 
the h.li ks; [1 ':.'A'~. Contrary to award is the "Renob of the Week" 
our pn vic u.:; a:rticle, the DO A's award. This week, the coveted 
have not disaweared, but simply crown is shared by two individ-
dissolved into KAOS. The DOA's U£tlS, Steve Matt and Dave Foley, 
did have a chance in the first half for writing "Hootch" · in each 
to run away with the game, but endzone. The inscription on their 
star halfback Fran Keenan had award will read, "It's the only way 
trouble with his wind (or is it the Hootch could get there." The 
altitude?). second award, the "Cassanova, 
9. Jimmy, D. and Georgia T. 
- Eyeing the fn<>tball schedule, · Esq." award is also shared by two 
this staff sees Friday, October 11 persons, Bill "Come ride in my 
as a day of infamy. On that day, VW'' Short and Pat "I Love You" 
this column's top four teams will McNulty. The award is made for 
compete. The Big Four will their diligent, never-ending quest 
hopefully be undefeated and the to score with the opposite sex. It 
competition will he brutal!! The reminds us of two old Chinese 
cookie will crumble and this staff proverbs-"If silence were golden, 
sees the lesser teams -being you would be bankrupt,'~ and "If 
annihilated. Watch out Brothers BS were money, you would be 
and KOK. wealthy." 
-Talking footbal over a few beers - No Wild World article is ever 
is natural, but making game plans complete without its listing of the 
over a Bloody Mary is somewhat top ten Campus Couples. Topping 
interesting; and this brings us to the list this week are: 
women's intramt:ral football. 1. Bob Daly and "Gidget goes to 
Sunday, September 15 brought a · College" Shutts. The rest 
full slate of games and an follow: 
enormous amount of comments 2. Lisa Berube and Ed the Polack 
from onlooking fans. Although too 3. Ca1' Pallan and Nancy Miller 
10. Bob Haley and McDonald's at 
midnight 
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Regis 
wins· in 
tourney 
By .HN GARGULAK 
SPORTS EDITOR 
..- Baseball Coach cJ}m Sunkle in an 
effort to insure that the •Isual 
inclement weather would not wipe 
out any portion of his schedule this 
spring decided to enter his squad 
in the Air Force tall Baseball 
.Tournament. This tournament, 
which does not contribute towards 
the Conference standings, did 
prove to be an important measur-
ing stick for the squad's progress. 
Sunkle has been working out with 
many players all summer and the 
results have been quite pleasing. 
The Rangers won two of five 
games from teams who usually 
prove to be formidable foes in 
their schedule. 
The opener of the series pitted 
the Rangers with the Air Force 
Academy. Dulles started the 
game and was replaced by Dale. 
Whitten in the second. Whitten 
turned in an outstanding perform-
ance as he kept the Falcons off 
stride with a good variety of 
pitches. The Rangers had to battle 
back to win the game by scoring 
two runs in the top of the seventh 
after two were out. Rick Mue1ler, 
Pops Devot, and Rich Stef came 
through in, the clutch with big hits 
to seal the 6-5 victory. 
In the second game of the 
doubleheader Regis found itself 
involved in a Iaugher with Colo-
rado School of Mines. Regis easily 
won the game 16-0 behind the 
beautiful five-hit pitching of Tom 
'Whitten. Flawless defense along 
with a 14-hit barrage ensured this 
victory. 
D.U. ended the win streak at 
two games as · they outdueled 
Regis 5-0. Kevin Ryan, one of the 
major beneficiaries of Sunkle's 
summer tutealage was a tough 
luck victim as his teammates 
committed six errors while only 
managing to scrape up three base 
hits. 
Colorado State University 
dumped the Rangers 5-4 in a game 
shortened by a time limit. Regis 
was leading 4-0 in the fourth 
inning when their pitching staff 
faltered allowing five runs to 
score. 
The final game of the abbreviat-
ed fall schedule found the Rangers 
totally outmatched by Wyoming. 
Boasting some of the leading 
hitters in the nation, the Cowboys 
exploded for nine runs in the first 
inning and coasted to an easy 16-6 
victory. The only bright spot of 
the contest was junior college 
transfer Rich Stefs two towering 
home runs. 
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!Coeds 
meet o" 
gridiron 
ByB&uSPORTSSTAFF 
The second half was a battle to . 
keep possession of the ball. 
Excellent offense and defensive 
playing during the second half by 
Theresa Malloy, Donna Beveridge, 
Kathy Hoffman, and Debbie Pet-
ers made- the Hodags a big threal 
to the Foxy Ladies. However, 
with the defensive playing by such 
members of the Foxy Ladies as 
Lucia Milford, the Hodags were 
held and the final score was 7-0. 
Game Number Two was a quick 
battle between the "Spreadables" 
and the "Sideliners." 
The opening play found the 
Spreadables in possession with 
Eileen Cuddoliy moving the ball 
downfield for the 20 yard run. The 
second play went off again with 
Cuddohy carrying the ball on the . 
20 yard run. The first score came 
with Shauna McGuire, the quart-
erback, taking the ball in on an 18 
yard run. 
The Sideliners took possession; 
however, they were unable to 
move the ball. On a pass play 
Connie Bavinger made the. first of 
her tbree interceptions of the day. 
The Spreadables, in possession of 
the ball, ran the old "Statue of. 
Liberty" ·play with Eileen Cuddo-
·hy running 55 yards for a 
touchdown to bring the score to 
12-0. The Sideliners were again 
unable to move the ball f:>r 
significant yardage despite the 
excellent . performance of Cindy 
Greedy for those extra inches, Debbie Peters as 
she makes the yardage for her team in one of the opening games of 
this season's Women's Intramural Football. [Photo by Bill Hanagan] 
Cahill. After half-time Shauna 
McGuire connected with "Tex" 
Bartuch on a 20 yard T.D. pass, · 
making the score 18-0. The game 
ended with neither t-eam able to 
score further. 
Janet Lee Shops 
• P~e- inventory Sale 
111% of all cash purchases 
Thunday-friday, September 26-27 
Three stores to serve vou 
'I ER' \ 7450 w. 38th 4401 Tennyson 
2137 S. Sheridan i LIQUOR 
S-TORE 
44th 
& 
Lowell 
26 Va.tieliel 
(!~MaJ. 
~IJOM 
• Spaghetti • Ravioli 
• Steaks • Sandwiches 
I' hone Orders Prepared To 
Talut Out or Enjoy Herel 
COMPLETE ITALIAN, AMERICAN 
0 s and . 
name brands- "I" -ltousehold Items 1 ~"' c.~\ . / 1$) -
'i.... C.:..:: I ,... l 
s -- ' ' - c. formal wear- (l) ::> 
antiques ~ • ,. r . ! '-sport clothes 
c ..... ~ 00 • 
antiques- ~.U.~ -jewelry, etc.! 
Shop at 'he most "browsible" stores in the West 
[NOTE: Our buyers pay ~ash for good up-to-date 
clothes, jewelry, knick-knacks, skiis, skates, ·~ 
boots, household items, etc.] 
& SEA FOOD DINNERS ~t,_...,._...~ ...... o._.._~IIIHI~~--o.~~-1011111 
HOME MADE SPAGHmt 
LASAGNA- RAVIOLI- RIGA TONI 
STEAKS- SHRIMP- CHICKEN 
HOURS 
11 A.M. to 2 A.M. 
SUNDAYS . 
PHONE 4!5!5-3711 
NORTH FEDERAL 
''66' · SERVICE 
PHI LLIP' S TIRES • BATTl:;RIES • ACCESSORIES 
. BRAt<i::S • .,.UN£ UP -· ROAD SERVICE 
Diagnostic tune-ups 
!5000 FEDERAl- BLVD. DENVER, COLO. 80221 
• Friday, Se tember 27, 1974 
UNITED ,PARCEL SERVICE 
Has part time openings sorting packages in our 
modern central sorting facilities. Other jobs include 
loading, unloading and preloading... Hours vary 
from preload 3 a.m. 7 a.m. - Noon Sort 12 p.m.- 4 
p.m. Excellent wages from.$2.96 -$5.23 per hour. 
Apply Mon. & Tues .. between 1 0 a.m.- 5 p.m. 
&355 East 50th Ave. 
Commerce City Colo. 
An equal opportunity 111~ployer 
Part-time 
Tellers 
Positions av:ailable ror person 
willing to work Mondays, Satur-
days, and some late afternoons. 
Light typing helpful. No experi-
ence necessary. Apply Tuesday 
through Thursday from 10:00 a.m. 
to 12:00 noon or from 2:00-4:00 
p.m. Contact Jeannie Deutman or 
Sharon Walsh at First Westland 
National Bank, 232-2000. Equa 
opportunity employer. 
ACADEMIC 
RESEARCH 
·LIBRARY 
Thousands ofT opics 
$2.75 per page . 
Send for your up-to-date, 
176-page, mail order catalog 
of 5500 topics. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage (1-2 
days delivery time). 
519 GLENROCK AVE. 
SUITE #203 
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024 
Our materials are sold for 
research 
NORTH FEDERAL CHEVRON 
-4975 N. FEDERAL 
PH. 458-9858 
. -
TUNE-UPS . • BRAKE WORK • .OIL CHANGES 
Sat.8a.m.-5p.m. 
"Friendly Service" Week days 6 a.m. -7 p.m. 
1-70 & Federal Standard 
4880 federal Blvd. 
433-9114 
Open 24 houn' , 
1-70 & Pecos Standard 
4960 Pecos 
477-2217 
Open 7:00 a.m.-8:00-p.m. 7 days a week 
Latest equipment for your complete car care. 
Foreign car work done, Inspections, Tires, 
Towing. 
Mechanic on duty every day 'til midnight at 
Federal Station. . 
Bring Regis I.D. for -1 0 percent Discount 
on Labor and Parts Part-Time 
Help Wanted 
Lakeview 
A NEW COMMUNITY OF 
504 APARTMENTS 
68th Ave. & Lowell Blvd. 
· WESTMI.NSTER 
. $1 BDRM. FROM. 1 
BDRM. FROM $15 
WALPIN & CO. 
